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Rebecca Bright is a Speech and Language therapist and has been
closely involved with Proloquo2go so she was delighted to
learn that it had won the BETT Special Needs Award 2011. It is
an app which can be used on an iPad or iPhone to give a voice
to those who have a disability such as cerebral palsy or
autism which prevents them getting their message across.
Proloquo2go is an affordable solution for those who need
communication aids. There are many specialist augmentative and
assistive communication (AAC) devices on the market but they
often cost thousands of pounds and demand outstrips supply so
some young people are left literally without a voice. Now,
with increased funding restrictions, there are more people who
need a reasonably priced aid and Proloquo2go offers access to
many people who would formerly have found AAC out of reach.
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“Proloquo2go is also very socially acceptable,” said Rebecca.
“It works on devices which everyone else has or wants to have
so it is not seen as a specialist device for people with
disabilities This has had a knock on effect. In the past some
learners were unwilling to use their communication aids
outside the classroom or home because it marked them out as
being different but now that stigma is removed. There are over
300,000 apps on iTunes and we are finding that users are going
for a mix and match approach. They might use Proloquo2go

symbols for a message and then switch into YouTube to show a
video and then call up photos of their family as part of a
conversation. All of us at Proloquo2go, the developers
AssistiveWare and those of us who work at the UK partner
TherapyBox are delighted to win the award. It is good news
for us but it is also good news for those who need
communication aids. It shifts the spotlight from dedicated
technology to low cost, mainstream mobile technology.
Watch a video t osee how Proloquo2go changed one little boy’s
life.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulf11Kg8-lI

